
CORONAVIRUS ANNOUNCEMENT 

Following the PM’s announcement regarding the reopening of the hospitality sector, we 
are excited to announce that we will reopen on Saturday 4th July. Obviously given the 
constrictions of social distancing measures , there are “New Normal” aspects to visiting 
the Malet Arms. We would respectfully ask that you read these carefully to avoid 
potentially awkward misunderstandings on site (or else).


The arrangements we have put in place, as described below, will be subject to review as 
we all navigate our way around these novel circumstances. With this in mind, please 
exercise patience and a cheery disposition (and we’ll try our hardest to do the same!).


WHAT WILL BE THE SAME? 

• Fine belly timber, stonking beer and dreadful banter. 


WHAT WILL BE DIFFERENT?

• We will have a limited number of seats/tables available. Tables for dining are ALL 

subject to reservation. 

• Reservations will only be taking on the landline - 01980629279 (sending us an email or a 

Facebook message to Noel’s phone will not work).

• You will not be able to specify a particular table, although if we can accommodate you 

in this way, we will try. 

• We will operate a one-way system for entering and exiting both the interior and the 

garden. 

• On entering the pub, you will ALL be obliged to hand sanitise. There will be a dispenser 

in the porch.

• Entrance to the garden will be via the snug only. Exit from the garden will be via the 

garden gate.

• Entrance to the restaurant will be via the bar only. Exit from the bar and restaurant will 

be via the restaurant doors into the car park. 

• Unfortunately, there can be no drinking at the bar. 

• Social distancing lines are marked on the floor, please adhere to them. 

• Resist any temptation to move the furniture around to your best advantage (it is placed 

precisely to achieve social distancing measures within Government guidelines).

• Payments will be taken via card machine (no cash for now). 

• To allow for thorough disinfecting once we have closed, our trading hours will be shorter 

than before. Once again, as we find our way, this will be subject to review.

• We will be offering a slightly reduced menu, wine and beer list, comprising all the Malet 

favourites.

• Bookings will be taken in 15 minute from 12 o’clock. The last booking will be taken no 

later than 2:15. If on the day you are held up, you must inform us ASAP so we can move 
your time slot. If you do not advise of the delay, your booking may be lost.




Please keep an eye on our social media (Facebook and Instagram) for updates and 
further information over the next couple of weeks.  


